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Energy savings obligation I

- Period 2014-2020
  - Reliant on subsidy programmes – investment measures
  - New yearly savings 95 %, cumulative 71 %
- Period 2021-2030
  - Regulation 50 %
  - Investment measures 45 %
  - Volunteer agreements 3 %
  - Tax 2 %
Energy savings obligation II

- Buildings
  - For renovations – 8.9 billion EUR
  - Estimated new savings – 40 PJ
- Measures
  - Focus areas – heating and insulation
  - Technical assistance
  - Awareness raising
New Green Savings programme

- Ministry of Environment
- Continuously in effect since 2009
- Residential sector
  - Single family houses / apartment buildings
  - Allocation 3 billion EUR
  - Currently: 7 open calls
  - The range of applicants is expanding
  - Bonus systems – the more the better
New Green Savings programme

Energy savings from implemented NZÚ projects (TJ)

- 2019: 903 TJ
- 2020: 993 TJ
- 2021: 1,024 TJ
- 2022: 4,310 TJ
- 2023: 11,727 TJ

Number of implemented NZÚ projects

- 2019: 9,099
- 2020: 11,562
- 2021: 13,441
- 2022: 41,937
- 2023: 155,107
Overcoming barriers

Technical assistance

• Focus on the whole society, no one left behind
  • Energy poverty, vulnerable households
• Easily accessible
• Qualified professionals – filtering basic questions
• Understandable results – renovation passport

Awareness raising campaign
EPBD and EED - synergies

- Both heavily rely on buildings
- Push for technical assistance
- Article 8 and Annex V
  - Administrative burden – materiality and additionality
- Article 9 of the EPBD – MEPS
  - Nationally set rules
  - Discussions during negotiations due to EED savings obligation
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